Our Automotive Aftermarket Program is second to none. Get the PLUS with these coverage options:

- Guaranteed replacement cost on buildings, including increased cost of construction, debris removal, and demolition cost
- Roof collapse due to weight of ice and snow
- Foundations, excavations, fillings, back fillings, and architect fees included in building limit
- Signs, plate glass, fences, and light posts included in building limit
- Pollution cleanup and removal up to $100,000
- Property in transit and at unnamed location up to $100,000
- Unscheduled structures and business personal property up to $20,000
- Extended theft on parts and labor included
- Lock and key replacement up to $5,000
- Fire department service charge up to $25,000
- Fire extinguisher recharge up to $2,500
- Arson reward up to $10,000
- Employee tools $250,000 per location
- Contents without co-insurance included
- Electronic data processing coverage included in the business personal property limit
- Equipment breakdown included in all property coverages
- Automatic coverage for newly acquired locations for up to 90 days, including buildings, contents, and employee tools
- Employee dishonesty coverage includes contents, stock, auto inventory, and customer autos
- Broad form products coverage included
- Business income coverage for loss to dependent properties included
- Employee benefits liability available
- First and third-party coverage for employment practices liability insurance available
- Extended theft on auto inventory available
- On-hook options available

Get a quote today and tune up your protection with Pearl AutoShield Plus!